
Before class, prepare tables or workspace for children to be distanced at least 6 feet. Have a hand 
sanitizing station for kids to use. Try to limit children from sharing supplies.  

Older Kids 
 

Session 1 
Jumping In- Reminder to place seating with proper social distancing in mind. 

MV- Encourage kids to practice social distancing. 

Prayer- Give each kid his own set of crayons.  

Review- Instead of forming groups of 2 or 3, give each kid his own markers and paper/ index 
cards. Ask your boys and girls to make their own flash cards for numbers 1-6. Have them hold 
up the correct number while playing the game. 

Genesis 101- Form pairs with your kids.  Have kids practice social distancing while sitting 
together. Assign one writer per group.  

Creation Gameboard- Reminder to have kids sanitize hands before and after game. 

A vision for More- Instead of passing the jar, have kids come up one at a time to choose a stick. 

 

Session 2 
Review- Instead of a game of musical chairs, make this game into a cake walk game. Number 
sturdy paper and attach to the floor in a circle. Make sure children are spaced out. Play music and 
have children walk around the circle. When the music stops, call out a number. Ask that child to 
answer a review question.  

Genesis In Context- Have rulers, colored pencils, and glue sticks available for each child. 

Stringy Situation- Have children hand sanitize before and after the activity. Have children form a 
circle with space between them.  

Nails and String Cross- Prep this activity before class, so children aren’t sharing space with the 
teacher or sharing the hammer.  

Two Percent- Give each child a bag of beans and have them count out 50 beans. Have children 
figure out how many kids each group would need to have to equal 250. Ask kids to group 
themselves together, while practicing social distancing. 

 

Session 3 



Jump In- Spread cards out face down, so kids do not touch every card. 

Review- Form a large spaced out circle. Have the two kids facing each other to practice social 
distancing. 

In the Right Direction- Sanitize before and after playing the game. 

 

Session 4 
Jump In- Give each kid 5 cheap paper plates with the centers cut out. Have the kids to choose 
one color to color all their plates. Kids will play the game with only their 5 plates. 

MV- Play this game as a team activity. Form two teams. Remind kids to practice socially 
distancing. Give each kid 5 pieces of paper and ask him to make paper balls with the paper. Each 
kid will earn a piece of the puzzle by shooting his own paper balls.  When a team has earned all 
the puzzle pieces, the team will choose one person to put the puzzle together. The rest of the 
team should help tell where pieces go. The first team to get the puzzle together and say the verse, 
wins! Sanitize before and after playing the game. 

Name Game and Draw It and Guess It- Sanitize before and after the game. 

 

Session 5 
Feel and Guess- Sanitize before and after the activity. Give each child 30 seconds at each station, 
so the kids are not crowding each other. Instruct kids when to move. Give each kid his own pen 
to take to each station. 

Soupy blessing- I would suggest not doing this activity.  However, sanitize before beginning. 
Each child should wear gloves and a facial covering because you are dealing with food. Have 
adults do the pouring of each bean. 

 

Session 6 
Prayer- Have the teacher pass out sticks.  

 

Session 7 
MV- Pass out blocks to each kid. Have kids work together putting the blocks in order by having 
them call out the word. The kid with that word brings it to the front to place on the tower.  Kids 
can only place their block(s) in the game. Have kids say the verse at the end. 



Hot taters- Replace bean bags with small, plastic balls due to the fabric of the bean bags. 
Reminder to sanitize before and after the game. 

 

Session 8 
Prayer- Remind kids to practice social distancing in groups. 

Into to Salt Lake- Make this activity into a large group activity with no partners. Kids can make 
their own list and then share one suggestion with the class. Come up with ways to share the 
Gospel as a group. 

 

Session 9 
Review- Make this activity into a cake walk game. Call out a number and the kid on that number 
will answer the question with the same number on it. Number the questions to reflect the same 
number of kids you have. 

Discover 1 Peter- Play this game individually. You may need to repeat questions to 
accommodate all of your kids.  

Puzzle Relay- Take out the group puzzle activity and only play the relay aspect. Only use the 
relay options that can be done individually.  Provide enough puzzles for each child to do his own 
puzzle. He will reuse his puzzle each time. Sanitize before and after game. 

Match it up- Remind kids to practice social distancing in pairs. Give one kid the image cards and 
the other kid statement cards.  

 

Session 10 
Jump In- Replace high fives with elbow bumps or other acceptable greeting. Perhaps, take this 
time to come up with a greeting as a class that only your class knows how to do. 

MV- Inflate balloons using a pump, not your mouth. Put the verse in order as a group assisted by 
the teacher. Have the class say the verse slowly, one word at a time. The kid with that word will 
bring it to the teacher. Continue play until the verse is completed. Say the verse as a group. 

All about Peter- Remind kids to practice social distancing. Ask each pair to choose a writer. 

 

Session 11 
MV- Replace straws with chop sticks or craft sticks. Place the strips of paper upside down on 
one table. Kids will take turns attempting to pick up a piece of paper with the craft sticks and 



move it to the other table. They will flip each piece over using the sticks and attempt to put the 
verse in order. 

Prayer- Use gloves if doing the hand stack.  

Review- Sanitize before and after the activity. 

BIBLE- Give each kid a block with a verse to look up and read. He will place his block on the 
tower. 

Square scramble- After the team answers the question, allow them to choose one player to search 
for a square.  

 

Session 12 
MV- Sanitize before and after drawing cards. Lead the kids to put the verse in order by having 
them call out what words goes next. Continue play as suggested. 

Review- Sanitize before and after the activity. 

 

Session 13 
MV- Sanitize before and after the activity. Reminder to practice social distancing. 

Prayer- Reminder to practice social distancing in the circle. Instead of kids coming to the center 
of the circle, ask kids to step forward one step. 

Review- Sanitize before and after the activity. 

Scrapbook- Pre-make the books and have supplies available for each kid to have his own. 

Go Relay- Play two kids at a time. Continue play as suggested. 


